ABSTRACT. This note is concerned with the transmission of a train of surface water waves obliquely incident on a thin plane vertical barrier with a narrow gap. Within the framework of the linearized theory of water waves, the problem is reduced to the solution of an integral equation which is solved approximately. The transmission and reflection co-efficients are also obtained approximately and represented graphically against the different angles of incidence for fixed wave numbers.
wave train impinging the barrier obliquely. An IE formulation is used to reduce the problem to the solution of an IE involving the unknown horizontal component of velocity across the gap. This IE is reduced to the solution of a system of IE's by an approximate procedure which is successfully used in some related obliquely incident water wave scattering problems involving obstacles in the form of plane vertical barriers (cf. Mandal and Goswami [4] , [5] , [6] ) and a half immersed horizontal circular cylinder (cf. Mandal and Goswami [7] ). 2 0 on x 0, 0 < y < a and b < y < , (2.3) where.(x,.y) and its partial derivatives are continuous everywhere except possible cross x 0, 0 < y < a and b < y < . We also require that and V are bounded everywhere away from the two sharp edges of the wall at the gap, and near these edges iVI O(r }) where "r denotes the distance from the edges. By an appropriate use of Green's integral theorem in the region y > 0, x > 0 and y > 0, x < 0 we obtain following Mandal and Goswami [6] 
and G(x,y;,) is the Green's function given by Levine [8] as
Considering the continuity of (x,y) across the gap we obtain the IE for f(y) as 
SOLUTION OF THE INTEGRAL EQUATION.
To solve the IE (2.11) we first expand its Kernel in terms of where sina so that 0 g < I. 0 corresponds to the case of a normally incident wave for which the solution is supposed to be known. This technique is used earlier successfully by Mandel and Goswami [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] in connection with the scattering of an obliquely incident wave train by obstacles of some particular geometrical shapes. Now following Mandal and Goswami [6] G(o,y;o,) (3.6) n n n a a Since 2c is small compared to h, we can approximate the right side of (3.6) by its value at n h, so that (3. Now the solution of (3.7) when f (y) has integrable singularities is given by n (cf. Cooke [9] [5] ), a submerged barrier extended infinitely downwards (cf. Mandal and Goswami [6] ) and a half immersed circular cylinder (cf. Mandal and Goswami [7] Submit your manuscripts at http://www.hindawi.com
